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Introduction

The Association of State Floodplain Managers (ASFPM) is pleased to participate in this hearing about flood risk management and the safety of our nation’s flood control infrastructure. We appreciate the opportunity to discuss our views and recommendations for improvement and for implementation of comprehensive flood risk management. We thank you, Chairman Barrasso, Ranking Member Carper and members of the Committee for your interest in this subject that has recently vividly presented itself as a problem.

ASFPM and its 36 chapters represent more than 17,000 state and local officials, as well as private sector and other professionals engaged in all aspects of structural and nonstructural flood risk management. This includes floodplain management and flood hazard mitigation, management of local floodplain ordinances, flood risk mapping, engineering, planning, community development, hydrology, forecasting, emergency response, water resources development and flood insurance. All ASFPM members are concerned with reducing our nation’s flood-related losses. For more information on the association, its 14 policy committees and chapters, visit www.floods.org.

The extreme flooding in West Virginia, Louisiana, Missouri, South Carolina and California vividly illustrates the potential threat to public safety of inadequately maintained infrastructure, limitations of engineered flood control structures, the importance of public awareness of potential flooding and challenges of a changing climate. Dramatic rainfall events have led to failures of numerous smaller high hazard dams – notably 80 dam failures in South Carolina just in 2015 and 2016. The problem exists nationwide and we have received a wake-up call. Much of our infrastructure has exceeded its originally intended design life, which requires assessment, remediation or replacement.

One of the key issues the nation has chosen to ignore is the issue of residual risk. We have trillions of dollars of investment in this nation protected in some fashion by flood control infrastructure. We have seen in New Orleans and most recently in northern California the dramatic impacts failure or the threat of failure might bring. The failure consequences in New Orleans were dramatic and perhaps we were not far from a failure in northern California that would have immediate flooding consequences for tens of thousands of people and left the state’s water supply vulnerable to severe shortage. Yet when FEMA attempts to show these residual risks on maps, they are overridden by concerns about releasing security information, even though nature continues to fail dams and levees each year while we have seen none of that from terrorists. When people mention that residual risk flood insurance is a good idea, they are shouted down for suggesting people are even at risk. Due to aging infrastructure, underfunded maintenance, significant development and population (and hence rapidly escalating risk) within “protected” areas, and finally an uncertain understanding of flood risk in the future due to climate, our nation and citizens perhaps have never been more at risk than they are today, and it will only be worse tomorrow.

As the nation considers substantial investment in infrastructure, the undertaking must involve attention to flood control structures and their maintenance, upgrading and repair as well as conscious integration
with non-structural flood risk management techniques. These flood threats to public safety cannot be met by private financing alone, but will continue to require substantial federal investment.

Mapping of flood risk areas is woefully incomplete and requires a major commitment of resources to assure the availability of reliable, accurate flood risk information. ASFPM has estimated a further investment of $4.5 billion to $7.5 billion is needed to provide maps for every community in the nation that would cover all unmapped areas and to update existing, but very outdated maps.

The ongoing use of the 100-year event as the basis for both insurance risk and infrastructure design is placing communities at risk, especially when we consider the very real changes in future conditions that will occur from land use change and climate. We see many instances where protection of property with levees based on the 100-year standard means that we free up land for development that will be at risk to people and to the federal taxpayers.

Overview of Managing Flood Risk in America

Flooding is the most costly and most frequent cause of disasters in America. Flood damage has cost the nation’s taxpayers more than $200 billion since 2005. We are seeing years with up to 14 separate billion dollar disasters, 85-90% of them from flooding. The recent and ongoing flooding in California is an example we can learn from, even though California probably manages flood risk better than most states in the nation.

The U.S. has a varied history of how we manage flood risk. Until the early 20th Century, managing flood risk was handled by local governments or private property owners. During this period, Congress authorized the Corps of Engineers to construct levees in Sacramento and on the Mississippi River.

The Corps’ role expanded greatly with the devastating 1927 flood on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers that saw hundreds of miles of levees overtopped and thousands of people in the lower Mississippi River basin displaced. Congress authorized a plan to provide flood protections from Cairo, Illinois to the Gulf of Mexico called the Mississippi River and Tributaries (MR&T) project. The Corps constructed a couple thousand miles of levees and included a number of relief outlets along the route to divert extreme flood flows into backwater areas to relieve pressure on the levees to prevent levee failure. The Corps purchased flowage easements in those overflow areas to allow them to be occasionally flooded. For example, the Birds point (opened in 1037) and New Madrid Floodway (opened 2011) to save the levees downstream. Other by-pass systems exist on the MR&T to utilize the approach the Dutch call “Room for Rivers.” In other words, we accept that Mother Nature can always throw a larger flood at us than we can afford to design. So instead we can plan for emergency overflow areas that allow the river to flow into historical floodplain areas where damage is limited. These by-pass areas can be used for lower damage activities like farming that will not experience long-term damage from occasional flooding. Surprisingly, this approach is seldom used in the U.S., but MR&T and the Yolo by-pass on the Sacramento River are two successful examples.
In the 1936 Flood Control Act, Congress authorized the Corps to construct levees and other flood control structures. Most of the projects were only constructed by the Corps after a non-federal sponsor stepped up to acquire the right-of-way and promise to operate and maintain (O&M) the project after it was constructed. Since 1986, the non-federal sponsor must also cost share the construction, usually 35% of the cost. Unfortunately, many of those non-federal sponsors did not perform the necessary O&M and the “protected” populations cannot be assured the structures will protect them during flooding to the design level of protection. The Corps has a program called Rehabilitation and Inspection (RIP) in PL 84-99 that allows the Corps to come in and repair a levee that has been damaged or fails in a flood, at either 100% or 80% federal taxpayer cost. Concern has been expressed that some non-federal sponsors put off needed O&M, hoping the Corps will do some of that work under PL 84-99 after the levee is damaged.

In the 1950s and 1960s, visionaries like Gilbert F. White were proposing a new approach to managing flood risk: that is to adjust where and how people build instead of adjusting our rivers and ecosystems. The NFIP was designed to do that and ensure people living at risk paid at least some part of the cost of that risk. The NFIP would map the flood risk areas and make flood insurance available, and in return communities and states would guide new development and redevelopment to be less at risk. While the concept of that program makes sense, some elements, like subsidized flood insurance and its approach to managing average events (only the 100-year flood, but not extreme events) have led to a $24.6 billion program deficit. Most of this debt comes from extreme flooding events, such as Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Wilma, Irene and Sandy, and the rainfalls that are becoming more extreme and frequent in the last decade, such as the one in Baton Rouge just recently.

The NFIP is the nation’s primary flood risk reduction tool. The program helps to identify and map flood hazard areas, assess flood risk, implement strong land use and building standards to prevent future disaster losses, and undertake mitigation to reduce damage to older at-risk buildings. Other agencies like the Corps, USGS, NOAA and others work with the NFIP to collect and develop data and integrate federal actions. The adoption of floodplain management standards by more than 22,000 NFIP participating communities results in $1.7 billion in flood losses avoided every year according to FEMA data. The mitigation programs within the NFIP, Increased Cost of Compliance (ICC) and Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) have mitigated, on average, 1,850 buildings annually between 2010 and 2014. The NFIP is not an insurance program; rather it is a comprehensive flood risk reduction program that happens to also sell flood insurance as one of its tools.

Many federal agencies are involved in managing flood risk, and many programs promote using nature to reduce flooding. Examples include the conservation programs in USDA, coastal management programs in NOAA and water quality/stormwater programs in EPA. Agencies like HUD and DOT recognize the advantage of building in a way that will ensure housing, bridges and roads that are safe and resilient now and in the future.

In the past 30 years there has been a trend toward using more nature-based or nonstructural approaches. Important advantages of this trend are that communities and states can implement these approaches on their own due to smaller costs and the ability to integrate them into holistic approaches.
that address more than just flood loss reduction. Especially important are social issues, local economic issues and long-term environmental considerations that are attractive to local residents and tourists.

Managing flood risk in the rest of this century

For decades, floodplain managers have been studying and seeing how flood risks change over time. When a watershed develops, unless there are sufficient land use and design standards in place, downstream flooding often gets worse due to a watershed that is “hardened” with more concrete and other impervious surfaces. Because we have not mapped dam failure inundation areas, inadvertent development downstream of dams results in a formerly low hazard dam becoming a high hazard dam, triggering necessary – but costly - upgrades to the dam. Intense development in vacant lands protected by levees greatly increases the risks associated with catastrophic failure; yet we have no national levee design standards. All of these development related concerns are challenges for managing flood risk.

Perhaps a more significant challenge is the impact of climate change. The fact is, today, we are seeing flooded roads in residential subdivisions during regular high tide, storm drains flowing backwards, and buildings that are islands along our coasts. This is not a theoretical or abstract “what might happen” scenario; rather local floodplain managers are dealing with the conditions as they are happening today and those conditions are getting worse. In addition to sea level rise projections that are getting higher as we better understand the causal factors including the melting of the Greenland ice sheet, we are also witnessing more intense rainfall and extreme flood events in several areas of the nation. ASFPM is trying to do its part by assisting communities in preparing for these conditions. One project we have underway right now is to identify and mainstream techniques for incorporating future conditions into local capital improvement planning (CIP) so communities can account for the full costs and potential impacts of hundreds of billions of dollars in infrastructure investment along the coasts over the next several decades.

Investing in America’s Flood Risk Reduction Infrastructure

We are keenly aware of the alarming state of infrastructure overall in this nation pointed out by the Report Card put out by the American Society of Civil Engineers—much flood control infrastructure is a “D”. We are reminded of this problem every day when we use our roads, bridges and public transportation or drink water and use the bathroom. ASFPM is pleased that Congress and the Administration are contemplating a significant infrastructure investment package. ASFPM strongly recommends that a priority be placed on America’s flood risk reduction infrastructure. This infrastructure includes the following types of projects:

- Data (mapping, topography)
- Dams
- Levees
- Stormwater management
- Nonstructural flood mitigation
Investment in these types of projects should be guided by the following principles:

- **Greater incorporation of nature based approaches.** Sometimes, a nature based approach is an effective alternative to a more traditional structural approach. However, far more often nature based approaches can be effectively incorporated into a flood risk reduction project to bring additional benefits to the community as well as the environment. For example, in Hamilton City, California a setback levee project is allowing for the reconnection and restoration of over 1,300 acres of floodplain riparian habitat. Making “room for the river” in this way reduced the construction cost of the levee and made the project cost-effective.

- **Account for future conditions and build in resiliency.** Flood risk changes over time. Given that our infrastructure projects are often nursed long past their expected design life, standards applied to infrastructure development must include full accounting of future conditions, as reasonably and scientifically possible. Otherwise, the federal taxpayer will be on the hook again and again for flood damage that repeats over and over. A basic resiliency standard that would be easily applied is a flood protection level that is at least 2 feet above (3 feet above for critical facilities) the existing 100-year flood elevation where appropriate. Critical facilities need added protection because they must be operational and accessible during major flood events.

- **No adverse impacts.** A basic legal principle in America is that one property owner cannot do something on their property that will adversely impact another person’s property. Sometimes this legal principle has been ignored when building flood control structures. There are illustrations that property owners are seeing those impacts. For example, in floods along the Mississippi River, which splits Illinois and Missouri, property owners in one state attempt to breach the levee on the other state to relieve the pressure on their own levee. For structural projects like levees, these can have adverse impacts not only across the river, but also on properties upstream or downstream. It is important that all flood mitigation activities ensure the activity does not impact other properties or that the impact has been mitigated financially or by some other means.

**Financing vs. Funding**

We are pleased to see the strong discussion on the need for investing in repairing and improving that infrastructure, but our experience does not show that financing alone (i.e., private-public-partnerships (P3)) is a path to success. We believe there needs to be real dollar investments of taxpayer funding to save our crumbling infrastructure. Current taxpayers benefit, so we should not pass this cost to future generations.

In conversations we have had with large global capital investors, they indicate a hesitancy to invest in infrastructure like levees. They say it’s because they have no way to determine if the levee is designed, constructed, operated or maintained to quality standards or if it will withstand expected future conditions. They indicate that if adequate national standards existed, and they were assured these kinds of projects meet all those standards, and that the owner has an assured source of revenue to pay off loans, they could be a partner. Similarly, a P3 roundtable hosted by USEPA in 2012 found that while P3
arrangements are somewhat common with some forms of water infrastructure (drinking water and wastewater systems), to help finance the construction, retrofit and/or operations of such systems they are essentially non-existent for urban stormwater retrofits, which is another kind of flood risk management infrastructure. The report noted that the P3 model is highly complex, needing expertise in contracting at the public level and is not a panacea for all types of infrastructure. So while financing is one tool in the toolbox, it is a minor one as applied to flood risk management infrastructure. Funding is a much more immediate and widespread need and a more successful tool.

What is included in infrastructure? While most consider any public transportation systems or water and sewer systems might be appropriate, we would urge all federal taxpayer investments in those or other systems must account for future conditions expected during the lifetime of that infrastructure. It will be costly enough to do this once. We cannot afford to rebuild that infrastructure time and again because we did not take into account expected sea level rise, future watershed development that increases runoff and floods, or predictable increased rainfall that creates the kind of extreme flood events we have seen in the last decade.

Furthermore, if any of this infrastructure is privately owned, the federal taxpayer investment must be tailored to provide only partial funding, and only then if it is conditioned on verifiable future funding by the responsible entity.

- For the infrastructure package under consideration by the Administration and Congress, ASFPM recommends robust funding of infrastructure in addition to any financing incentives

Data Infrastructure

Fundamental to any flood risk reduction infrastructure is data to understand how floods may occur (flood studies), where floods will impact people and property (topography and flood maps) and how any new infrastructure (both large flood control structures and smaller, non-structural measures) affects flooding. The data is important for the purposes of flood preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation. While significant investments have been made to better understand flooding and map such areas, we have a long way to go to identify all flood risks and how they will impact people and property.

Acquiring LiDAR Topography for the Entire Nation

One program ASPFM wishes to highlight is the 3D Digital Elevation Program (3DEP) at USGS. The primary goal of 3DEP is to systematically collect enhanced elevation data in the form of high-quality light detection and ranging (LiDAR) for the nation. With better topography, FEMA flood map updates could take much less time, flood maps would be far more precise, and flood forecasts can be more accurate and timely. Beyond flood, LiDAR based topography is helpful for infrastructure project planning of other hazards as well. For example, 3DEP data was used to discover a surface rupture along the Tacoma fault in the State of Washington. This discovery led to a redesign of the structural elements of a $735 million suspension bridge across the Tacoma Narrows, to mitigate against potential catastrophic failure.
ASFPM recommends completion of the 3DEP Program for the nation in 8 years by providing the necessary funding to accomplish that goal

Mapping All Flood Risks for the Entire Nation

Communities and citizens need maps showing where and to what extent an area will flood. This is needed by the community to help direct new development and plan for notification and evacuation when it floods, and to inform property owners of their level of risk. This enables them to decide if and how to build, whether to buy flood insurance and how to evacuate when needed. Banks and real estate agents need that data so they can advise prospective buyers.

The NFIP has mapped about 1/6 of the nation’s 3.5 million river and coastal miles. Most of those maps were completed where people already live in order to determine flood insurance rates. What are the aspects of flood mapping that need improvement?

- Map ahead of development so people and property are protected. Often people are surprised when they build, and then are told later that they are in a floodplain. That means we need to map cornfields and cow pastures because that is the land that will be developed next
- We must map residual risk areas, like dam failure zones and levee failure zones. People need to know they are living or buying in a residual risk area so they are not surprised when told to suddenly evacuate and they know where to go. NFIP maps do not show these failure zones because DHS has a fear terrorists will blow up dams! The actual probability of this occurring is very low; in the meantime, nature is failing dams every year and people have lost or may lose their lives and property. In just the last two years, South Carolina alone has had 80 dam failures due to back to back flooding events.
- Flood maps must be publicly available. Unfortunately, most federal dam failure and inundation maps of emergency or uncontrolled spillway releases are classified as For Official Use Only (FOUO – see the Corps of Engineers Letter at the end of this testimony). While it is useful for the emergency manager to know the dam or levee failure zone, citizens who live there also need to know so they can take appropriate risk reduction actions (such as plan for evacuations or purchase flood insurance). It is almost unthinkable that the first time a citizen knows they are at risk is when law enforcement knocks on their door at 2 a.m. and tells them they have to evacuate NOW.
- The NFIP finally has a good process to acquire LiDAR for topography and updated computer modeling techniques to produce accurate flood mapping. What it lacks is financial resources and direction from Congress to get every one of the 22,000 NFIP communities an updated and accurate map in the next 10 years. A recent national survey by ASFPM of local floodplain managers indicates that the number one tool/data need is updated flood maps.
- Consideration of major infrastructure investment—public and private—highlights the urgency of providing accurate flood risk data and accelerating the pace of current mapping work at FEMA and the LiDAR data collection work at USGS.
ASFPM’s *Flood Mapping for the Nation Report* estimates that the cost to provide flood mapping for the entire country will be between $4.5 billion and $7.5 billion.

- ASFPM recommends full funding (to the authorized amount) for FEMA to implement the National Flood Mapping Program and complete flood mapping for the entire nation in 12 years
- ASFPM recommends that dam failure and inundation maps from emergency or uncontrolled spillway releases be publically available and no longer be classified as FOUO

**Dam Infrastructure**

There are 90,580 dams in the nation, and about 3,300 of them are considered major dams (50-feet deep and store 5,000 acre-feet of water or a dam of any height with storage of 25,000 acre-feet). An acre-foot of water is enough for two families for an entire year. By 2025, 70% of the dams in the U.S. will be more than 50 years old, which is one reason ASCE gave U.S. dams a grade of “D” in 2013. Dams are classified by the hazard they present if they fail. A dam is classified “high hazard” if it is likely a person could die if the dam fails. As our population grows and development continues, the overall number of high-hazard potential (HHP) dams increases, with the number climbing to nearly 15,500 in 2016. Due to the lack of investment, the number of deficient high-hazard potential dams has also climbed to an estimated 2,170 or more. The Association of State Dam Safety Officials estimates it will require an investment of nearly $22 billion to repair aging, yet critical, high-hazard potential dams.

The federal government has built many dams and is responsible to maintain the ones it owns. While the federal portfolio is relatively small in number, it contains many of the most important and largest dams in the nation. FEMA and the Corps also have an inventory of dams in the U.S. called the National Inventory of Dams. Federal agencies suffer for lack of financial resources to maintain their dams, just as other owners do.

There are no national standards for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of dams and levees in the U.S. Different federal agencies may use the standards the Corps uses for its own dams or levees, but there is no agreed upon national standards. This practice must not continue.

ASFPM applauds Congress for creating a national dam grant program in FEMA in the 2016 WINN Act/WRDA to provide grants for the repair or removal of small dams. That program was also wisely designed to integrate such activities with ongoing local hazard mitigation planning and flood risk reduction programs and act as an incentive for states to maintain strong state dam safety programs. However, it has not been funded.

- ASFPM recommends fully funding to the dam repair/removal program to its fully authorized limit
Levee Infrastructure

The Corps of Engineers levee inventory seems to show about 2,000 miles of levees owned and maintained by the Corps; 12,000 miles of levees owned and maintained by non-federal entities that are in the Corps PL 84-99 program; and perhaps as many as 30,000-35,000 total miles of levees. FEMA coordinates its information of levees with the Corps, so those levees are included in these numbers. There are many small levees built by private owners to reduce flooding of agriculture lands, but there may now be people living behind those levees thinking they are somehow protected. There are also miles of levees with no known owner.

The ongoing use of the 100-year event as the basis for insurance risk and infrastructure design is placing communities at risk, especially when we consider the very real changes in future conditions that will occur from land use change and climate. We see many instances where protection of property with levees based on the 100-year standard means that we free up land for development that will be at risk from flooding in events that exceed the project design standard and often to depths of flooding that are greater than they would have been without the protection measure. A good example of this is leveed areas that receive overtopping upstream and fill the interior area like a bathtub to depths greater than would have been experienced without the levee system.

Congress created a National Levee Safety Program in the 2014 WRRDA. In that program, the Corps, in addition to a national inventory of levees, is to establish a Levee Safety Committee of national experts to work with the Corps, states and other federal agencies to establish national standards for design, construction, operation and maintenance of levees. This is an important first step, but it has not been funded. These standards must also take into account the population and land use in the residual risk areas to establish standards for public notification of risk and for emergency action plans. The nation is losing valuable time to get this effort of establishing standards underway.

Then national levee design standards must include design planned failure sections into the levee or overflow areas such as that employed in MR&T. Most countries utilize this approach, but in this nation we have not, meaning that any levee failure is likely to become catastrophic because everything in the failure zone is not designed for flooding, so it is extensively damaged. This and other forms of resilience in structural measures, such as designing for future conditions are critically important standards.

- ASFFPM recommends immediate and full funding of the National Levee Safety Program at The Corps of Engineers
- ASFFPM recommends that the national levee safety standards include programmed resiliency for all levees (such as failure sections), standards for managing land use and residual risk for areas protected by levees and areas subject to flooding if a levee fails, and a minimum protection standard of the 500-year flood or probable maximum flood for all levees protecting populated areas
State Role in Dam and Levee Safety

Only states have the authority to enforce dam and levee standards directing owners to repair or remove non-federal dams or levees. The Corps and other federal agencies must operate and maintain the dams they own, but have no authority to force other entities to properly build or maintain those dams. There are some effective state dam safety programs, but all states need such programs.

The National Dam Safety Program in FEMA has been successful in assisting states set priorities for increasing the number of dam inspections and developing Emergency Action Plans. ASDSO indicates annual inspection percentages for high hazard dams have been near 100% for the past several years. Those inspections have shown that many dams are deficient and need repair, upgrading or removal. Funding for rehabilitation/removal of high hazard dams is often necessary to assist dam owners in making these necessary public safety upgrades.

The emergency action plans (EAP) percentage for state-regulated high hazard dams has reached 78%, a significant improvement from less than half about 10 years ago. Important work remains. The incident at Oroville Dam in California illustrates the importance of a strong EAP to help protect people in situations when operation of a dam does not go as planned. The NDSP has developed tools that provide low-cost alternatives to states and dam owners in the development of EAPs and also supported training on EAPs and dam safety emergency preparedness for dam owners, regulators and local officials.

Full funding of the NDSP is important to public safety to help ensure continued progress in inspection and identification of deficient dams and in the development of EAPs.

States should get credit for effective dam and levee safety programs under any disaster deductible that is being discussed as part of the Disaster Relief Act aimed at reducing federal disaster costs. Effective state dam safety and levee safety programs definitely reduce the cost and need for federal disaster declarations. Those state programs can be evaluated to provide credit for those that reduce risk of failure to the structure itself, and even more credit for those that address the flood risk associated with the residual risk failure zones.

- **ASFPM recommends that Congress fully fund the National Dam Safety Program to its authorized level**
- **ASFPM recommends Congress develop incentives for the creation of state laws that make inundation maps publically available and that address land use downstream of dams to prevent the intensification of downstream risk similar to the laws in Virginia and Wisconsin**

Appropriate Federal Role with Regard to Dams and Levees

The federal government has a role to help develop and oversee national standards and to provide technical assistance for the proper design, construction, operation and maintenance of dams and levees. Maintaining an inventory of dams and levees at the national level is a key data need.
We see that maintaining a structure like a dam or levee is so important, yet there is a huge failure to do that effectively by non-federal owners/sponsors nationally. This demonstrates that we should only permit dams and levees that are owned by an entity that has taxing authority and to obtain bonds or other assurances at the time of permitting to ensure that O&M and emergency repairs will be done. The federal taxpayer should not be responsible for repairing these structures if the owner/sponsor fails to do what they promised.

**Stormwater Management Infrastructure**

Stormwater is the accumulation of water from rainfall that is not from the overflow of streams or rivers. Most communities have stormwater systems that funnel water into pipes and usually into water bodies like rivers or streams. Managing stormwater is one of the biggest and most expensive problems facing cities across the nation. Damage due to urban stormwater flooding is increasing significantly. Consider that in Illinois and Michigan, the most costly flood events were urban stormwater events in the greater Chicago and greater Detroit areas (which is amazing in Illinois given past floods along the Mississippi River that runs along the entire western border of the state). The majority of flood insurance claims in the Chicago metro area are stormwater related. The EPA estimates funding needs for stormwater management and projects to correct sewers that overflow is in excess of $100 billion over the next 20 years.

Stormwater management infrastructure was initially developed to satisfy water quality standards and reduce pollutant loads. However, it also can reduce or increase flood risk. If undersized (as many old systems are) the stormwater management infrastructure can exacerbate flooding. However, with consideration of an area’s flood potential stormwater management infrastructure can be designed to have co-benefits that improve water quality and reduce flooding impacts. Further, stormwater management infrastructure is often categorized as gray or green. “Traditional” gray stormwater infrastructure consists of engineered structures such as pipes, storm drains and concrete paved channels. Green infrastructure harnesses the power of nature to contain some of the initial runoff and includes things like permeable pavement, bio-swales, green streets, stormwater parks, etc. Green infrastructure can be paired with grey infrastructure to effectively meet a community’s water quality goals and flood loss reduction goals. For example, with green infrastructure, demand on the existing gray infrastructure is reduced thereby raising the capacity of the gray systems.

Too often, stormwater programs and floodplain management programs are not integrated, even at the local level. This may be partly due to the programs coming to the local community in separate stovepipes—stormwater from EPA focused on water quality and flooding concerns focused on water quantity from either FEMA or USACE. An example of this disconnect is that the NFIP will provide flood insurance for stormwater flooding, but it does not map these risk areas or require communities to ensure development in them is properly protected.

- ASFPM supports USEPAs ongoing leadership in developing tools and data as it relates to stormwater management, green infrastructure and flood loss reduction
USEPA, USACE and FEMA should collaborate to address the disconnect between water quality and quantity that results in exacerbating current problems for one while mitigating the other.

Nonstructural Flood Mitigation Infrastructure

Aside from the three major categories above, there are other important components to the nation’s overall flood risk reduction infrastructure that don’t involve large flood control structures:

- **Environmental restoration.** These projects can be done in conjunction with other infrastructure projects such as levees. An example of such a project is when an existing deficient levee is replaced by a levee set back from a river channel and the land between the new levee and river is restored to a natural floodplain. Such natural floodplains serve to store, slow and filter water while providing water resources and the setback levee cost is reduced because it is subject to less erosion from the river and because it is on higher ground doesn’t have to be as high to provide a specified level of protection.

- **Floodproofing.** Utilities such as water and wastewater treatment plants, as well as public buildings and other facilities can often be floodproofed through elevation, or making them watertight through floodproofing, or can be relocated to safer areas. Many of these may be critical facilities and if they are not functional during and after a flood the community greatly suffers. A source of largely shovel ready projects that have also been found to be cost effective is the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance Program. Typically there are about three times the numbers of projects submitted for HMA grants than there are funds available to implement these cost saving measures.

For the infrastructure package under consideration by the Administration and Congress, ASFPM recommends the inclusion of environmental restoration projects that help reduce flood losses as well as projects eligible under FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance program.

Other Ways the Federal Government Can Help

While mapping flood risk areas and investing in flood risk reduction infrastructure are two major ways the federal government can help with reducing flood risk in the nation, there are other important ways the federal government can help.

First is to focus on building state-capability to manage flood risk. One trend we are seeing overall is that while the federal and local governments (and some states) are investing in flood risk management, many other states are not. ASFPM believes federal programs that help build state capability such as the National Dam Safety Program, National Levee Safety Program and the Community Assistance Program-State Services Support Element (CAP-SSSE) should be not only funded to their full authorized amounts, but also ensure they are being administered in such a way to incentivize states to bring as much as possible to the table. As stated earlier in this testimony, states have the ultimate authority over land use

1 FEMA HMA projects also can include stormwater management projects and smaller/localizes flood protection projects such as retention/detention basins, channel modifications, etc.
(it is often delegated by states to communities) and many flood risk reduction programs are coordinated at the state level.

Second is providing technical assistance. FEMA’s CAP-SSSE program helps build state capability by using states to provide technical assistance to communities. The Corps’ Silver Jackets program is an innovative way of bringing the technical know-how of the federal family of agencies to states. Finally, small technical assistance programs like the USACE’s Planning Assistance to States (PAS) and Floodplain Management Services (FPMS) are often oversubscribed, yet allow the Corps expertise to be applied in states and communities nationwide. ASFPM also supports the newly introduced Digital Coast Act (S. 110), which provides data and tools to coastal managers dealing with flooding and other coastal risks.

- **ASFPM recommends that technical assistance programs of the USACE (FPMS, PAS, and Silver Jackets) be expanded to meet demand from states and communities**

Third, there are many federal programs that actually act as disincentives to states, communities and individuals in reducing flood risk. For example, if a community does not participate in the NFIP – the most basic action any community can take to reduce flood risk, most forms of disaster assistance are still available. And even if it were unavailable, communities have six months after a disaster declaration to join the program and receive the assistance retroactively. Instead, what if federal policy were such that no disaster assistance in any form for anywhere in the community was available if the community didn’t participate in the NFIP? This is why ASFPM is so supportive of the FEMA disaster deductible concept. At its core, it tries to incentivize states to take its share of responsibility of reducing flood risk and those that do more pay less of a deductible. Another example of a disincentive is the Corps of Engineers PL 84-99 program, which allows non-federal levee owners to shift much of the cost of ongoing maintenance of the levee after a disaster to the federal taxpayer without really requiring much of anything in return in terms of actions to more permanently reduce flood risk.

Finally, recognizing that Congress and the administration are looking to reform the U.S. Tax Code, ASFPM believes that tax incentives can be very beneficial. ASFPM is supportive of any of the following six ideas:

1. Exempt all flood loss reduction projects at the federal, state and local level from federal taxation.
2. Reform the casualty loss deduction to better target the deduction as well as incentivize those that have mitigated.
3. Develop a hazard mitigation tax credit much like the energy efficiency tax credits that are given to property owners.
4. Revise the historic rehabilitation tax credit to authorize hazard mitigation and extend to private historic homes.
5. Support the concept of a disaster savings account to support mitigation activity.
6. Develop a tax deduction to reduce flood insurance premiums for low to moderate income property owners who struggle with flood insurance affordability.
Conclusion

Flood risk reduction in the U.S. has relied on a multi-faceted set of measures. This includes structural approaches, such as levees, flood walls, dams and channels. Nonstructural methods such as ensuring development in flood hazard areas are built to reduce flood damage; using regional or watershed based stormwater retention ponds; land use management and hazard mitigation for individual structures in the form of elevation, buyouts or flood proofing. The nonstructural programs involve elements of the National Flood Insurance Program and Hazard Mitigation Grant Program authorized by the Stafford Act. They also include programs from agencies like USDA and others whose watershed conservation programs support utilizing nature-based approaches to reduce flooding. The Corps of Engineers works with non-federal sponsors on water resources projects to reduce flood losses and provide technical assistance to states and communities through programs such as Silver Jackets.

ASFPM recently updated our publication National Flood Programs and Policies in Review (http://www.floods.org/ace-images/NFPPR_2015_Rev8.pdf), which puts forth our positions on a variety of national programs and policies that can either help or hurt the nation’s ability to reduce flood risk and damage. Section 2, beginning on page 24, highlights multiple flood loss reduction programs and policies in a variety of agencies, and on page 40, section Structural Projects—Balancing Economics, Environment and Equity discusses levees, dams and PL 84-99 Rehabilitation and Inspection Program (RIP) in USACE. We encourage you to read our positions and recommendations on the challenges of our national flood programs and infrastructure needs.

The Association of State Floodplain Managers appreciates this opportunity to share our observations and recommendations with the Committee. For any further questions on this testimony, contact Larry Larson ASFPM Director Emeritus at larry@floods.org (608) 828-3000 or Meredith Inderfurth, ASFPM Washington Liaison at (703) 448-0245.
Usage Rights for Government Furnished Information

I, _____________________________________________, as the official representative of the _____________________________________________, hereby consent to the terms in this Agreement in consideration of being granted conditional access to certain United States Government documents or material containing sensitive but unclassified information.

By being granted conditional access to sensitive but unclassified information, the United States Government, through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), has placed special confidence and trust in the Agency and the Agency is obligated to protect this information from unauthorized disclosure in accordance with the terms of this agreement.

The Corps' inundation maps for _____________________________________________ Dam are being provided to the City of _____________________________________________ expressly for purposes of supporting emergency response planning efforts. These maps are being provided as part of the 2015 _____________________________________________ Dam Emergency Action Plan (EAP) updates. The inundation boundaries shown on the maps are for the following scenarios:

- Dam failure at normal high pool (10 percent exceedance duration)
- Dam failure at maximum high pool

A hard copy of the inundation mapping will be provided to you. In addition, the mapping will be provided in Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) format. Inundation mapping being provided is "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY." The information provided is for viewing only and should not be edited.

The information provided will only be used for internal Agency purposes. Should the provided information be requested by any third party federal, state or local entity, or individual, the Agency shall seek the written authorization of the Corps to allow the release of the information to the requesting entity or individual. Furthermore, the Agency agrees to not provide any requested information until such consent is received from the Corps.

Upon demand by the Corps, the Agency shall return any data and documents, along with any additional copies that may have been produced, regardless of format, to the Corps. Furthermore, when the Agency no longer requires the information provided by
the Corps, the Agency will make reasonable efforts to return the information to the Corps in a timely manner, unless the Corps deems the return of the information unnecessary.

The Agency recognizes that the unauthorized disclosure of sensitive but unclassified information could compromise the security of the Corps. Should the Agency violate the terms and conditions of this agreement, such violation may result in the cancellation of the Agency's access to sensitive but unclassified information. Additionally, the unauthorized disclosure of information provided under this agreement may constitute a criminal offense under 18 U.S.C. § 793.

Data and documents provided in accordance with this agreement continue to be the records of the Corps of Engineers, and shall not be released by the Corps under the Freedom of Information Act, or any other state access to information law. Any such requests must be forwarded to the Corps of Engineers for evaluation and determination of releasability.

The Point of Contact for the Corps of Engineers is 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

By signing, the City of acknowledges the statement above and agrees to these usage rights.